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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, We introduce a new class of continuous functions called Soft ARS 

continuous functions and discuss their relation with various forms of Soft continuous 

functions. Further We study the characterizations of Soft ARS continuous functions 

and reveal the impact of Soft ARS closure and Soft ARS interior in those 

characterizations. Also We establish Soft ARS irresolute and compare it with Soft 

ARS continuous functions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 In 1999 Molodstove [5] initiated a new mathematical tool called Soft set Theory to 

eradicate the inadequacy in parametrization the uncertainity problems. Soft set 

Theory paved a new pathway to involve the parameters in the framework of the 
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problems arisen with uncertainity.Muhammad Shabir and Naz [9] introduced Soft 

topological spaces .Meanwhile Aras and Sonmez [1]discussed the properties of Soft 

continuous mappings. In 2020 ,The authors of this paper [11] paved a new pathway 

by  introducing a new class of generalized closed set called Soft ARS closed sets in 

Soft topological spaces. This paper is devoted to Soft ARS Continuous functions and 

Soft ARS Irresolute function. We can extend these theoretical bases to real world 

applications like information systems, medical diagnosis etc. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we present the basic definitions and results of Soft set theory which may 

be found in earlier studies. Throughout this work, X refers to an initial universe, E is a 

set of parameters, P(X) is the power set of X and A ⊆ E. Throughout this work 

(X,𝜏,E),(Y,𝜎,K),(Z,𝜂,R)  are Soft topological spaces, 

Cl(A,E),Int(A,E),SCl(A,E),αCl(A,E) means Soft closure, Soft interior, Soft semi 

closure, Soft α closure of the Soft set(A,E)respectively. 

Definition 2.1: Let (X, 𝜏, E) be a soft topological space. A Soft set (F, E) is called Soft 

ARS -Closed set if  𝛽cl(F, E) ⊆  Int (U, E) whenever (F, E) ⊆  (U, E) and (U, E) is soft 𝜔 - 

open. The set of all Soft ARS - closed sets is denoted by ARS C(X). 

The respective complements of the above sets are their open forms. 

Definition 2.2:[9] Let (X,τ,E) be a Soft topological Spaces over X. The Soft Interior of 

(F, E) denoted by Int(F, E) is the union of all Soft open subsets contained in (F,E). 

Clearly Int(F, E) is the largest Soft open set over X which is contained in (F, E).                 

 i) Soft Int(F, E) = ∪ {(O.E): (O, E) is Soft open and (O,E) ⊆  (F,E)}. 

ii) Soft Closure of (F, E) denoted by Cl(F,E) is the intersection of Soft closed sets 

containing (F, E). Clearly Cl(F, E) is the smallest Soft closed set containing (F,E).Cl(F,E) 

={∩  (O. E): (O,E) is Soft closed and (F, E) ⊆  (O,E)}. 

Definition 2.3: A map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is said to be 

1. Soft continuous [3] if inverse image of every Soft open set in (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft open in 

(X,τ,E) 

2. Soft semi continuous [3]if inverse image of every Soft open set in (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft 

semi open in (X,τ,E). 
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3.Soft α continuous [4] if inverse image of every Soft open set in (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft α open 

in (X,τ,E). 

4. Soft generalized semi (gs) continuous [7] if inverse image of every Soft open set in 

(Y,𝜎,K) is Soft gs open in (X,τ,E). 

 

III. SOFT ARS CONTINUOUS FUNCTION: 

Definition 3.1: A map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is said to be Soft ARS continuous if inverse 

image of every Soft closed set in (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E). 

Example 3.2: Let X= {x1, x2}, Y = {y1, y2} and E= {e1 , e2}, K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → 

(Y,𝜎,K)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, ARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, 

F12, F14,F15, F16} and 𝜎 = { F1,  F4, F7, F13, F15, F16}, ARSC(Y,𝜎,K) ={ F1, F2, F3, F4 ,F5, F6, F9, 

F10, F11, F12, F14, F15, F16} is defined as f(F1) = F13, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, 

f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F9, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F7, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F1, 

f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. 

Proposition 3.3:  The map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is said to be Soft ARS continuous if 

inverse image of every Soft open set in (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft ARS open in (X,τ,E). 
 

Proof: Let f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) be Soft ARS continuous and (G,K) be a Soft open set in 

the Soft topological space(Y,𝜎,K) . Then 𝑓−1((G,K)
c
) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E) and so  

𝑓−1((G,K)
c
))  is Soft ARS open set in (X,τ,E). 

 

 

 

Proposition 3.4: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft continuous then it is Soft ARS continuous . 

Proof: Suppose f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is soft continuous. Let (G,K)  be an Soft closed set in 

(Y,𝜎,K). Since f is Soft continuous, 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft open in  (X,τ,E). Also we have 

every Soft closed set is soft  ARS closed. Therefore 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft ARS closed in  

(X,τ,E). Hence f is Soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.5: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 
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Example 3.6: In  the  Soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,𝜎,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,𝜎,K)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2, F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, 

F16} and 𝜎 = { F1,  F4, F7, F13, F15, F16}, 𝜎c 
={ F4,  F12, F10, F2, F15, F16} then  SARSC(Y,𝜎,K) ={ 

F1, F2, F3, F4 ,F5, F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14, F15, F16} is defined as f(F1) = F13, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = 

F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F9, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F7, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, 

f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F1, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS 

continuous. But 𝑓−1 (F4) = F4, 𝑓−1 (F12) = F12, 𝑓−1 (F10) = F10 Here F4 F12, F10  is  not in  τ 
c  

of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft continuous. 

 

Proposition 3.7: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft semi continuous function then it is Soft 

ARS continuous . 

Proof: Suppose f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is soft semi continuous. Let (G,K)  be an Soft closed 

set in (Y,𝜎,K). Since f is Soft semi continuous, 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft closed in  (X,τ,E). Also 

we have every Soft semi closed set is soft  ARS closed. Therefore 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft ARS 

closed in  (X,τ,E). Hence f is Soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.8: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

 

Example 3.9: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,𝜎,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,𝜎,K)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2, F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, 

F16},SsC(X, τ, E) ={ F14, F6, F10 , F9 ,F5,  F4, F2, F15, F16}  and 𝜎 = { F3, F11, F15, F16}, 𝜎c 
={ F6,  

F5, F15, F16} then   S ARSC(Y,𝜎,K) ={ F1, F4 ,F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13,F14, F15, F16} is 

defined as f(F1) = F5, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F6, f(F5) = F1, f(F6) = F4, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = 

F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, 

f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓−1 (F5) = F1. Here F1 is  not in  SsC
  
of 

(X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft semi continuous. 

 

Proposition 3.10: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft 𝜶 continuous function then it is Soft ARS 

continuous . 

Proof: Suppose f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is soft 𝛼 continuous. Let (G,K)  be an Soft closed set 

in (Y,𝜎,K). Since f is Soft 𝛼 continuous, 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft 𝛼 closed in  (X,τ,E). Also we 
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have every Soft 𝛼 closed set is soft  ARS closed. Therefore 𝑓−1 ((G,K)) is Soft ARS closed 

in  (X,τ,E). Hence f is Soft ARS continuous. 

Remark 3.11: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

 

Example 3.12: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,𝜎,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,𝜎,K)  where τ = { F1, F4, F7 ,F13, F15, 

F16}, τ 
c 
={ F14, F12,F10,F2,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, 

F12, F14,F15, F16},                    S 𝜶 C(X, τ, E) ={ F14, F6, F10 , F9 ,F5,  F4, F2, F15, F16}  and 𝜎 = 

{ F4, F7, F15, F16}, 𝜎c 
={ F10,  F12, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = 

F5, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F3, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F8, f(F8) = F7, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F12, f(F11) = F11, 

f(F12) = F10, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS 

continuous. But 𝑓−1 (F10) = F12 , 𝑓−1 (F12) = F10. Here F12, F10  is  not in  S 𝛼 C
  
of (X,τ, E). 

Hence f is not soft 𝛼 continuous. 

 

Proposition 3.13: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,𝜎,K) is Soft JP continuous function then it is Soft ARS 

continuous . 

Proof: Suppose f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,�,K) is soft JP continuous. Let (G,K)  be an Soft closed 

set in (Y,�,K). Since f is Soft JP continuous, 𝑓 −1 ((G,K)) is Soft JP closed in  (X,τ,E). 

Also we have every Soft JP closed set is soft  ARS closed. Therefore 𝑓 −1 ((G,K)) is Soft 

ARS closed in  (X,τ,E). Hence f is Soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.14: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

 

Example 3.15: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = { F1, F4, F7 ,F13, F15, 

F16}, τ 
c 
={ F14, F12,F10,F2,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, 

F12, F14,F15, F16},                    S JPC(X, τ, E) ={ F2, F3, F4 , F5 ,F6,  F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, 

F16}  and � = { F3, F11, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F6,  F5, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F6, f(F2) 

= F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F1, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, 

f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 

ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F6) = F1. Here F1  is  not in  SJPC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 

JP continuous. 
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Proposition 3.16: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,�,K) is Soft ARS  continuous function then it is Soft 

gsp continuous . 

Proof: Suppose f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,�,K) is soft ARS continuous. Let (G,K)  be an Soft closed 

set in (Y,�,K). Since f is Soft ARS continuous, 𝑓 −1 ((G,K)) is Soft ARS closed in  (X,τ,E). 

Also we have every Soft ARS closed set is soft  gsp closed. Therefore 𝑓 −1 ((G,K)) is Soft 

gsp closed in  (X,τ,E). Hence f is Soft gsp continuous. 

 

Remark 3.17: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

 

Example 3.18: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = { F1, F4, F7 ,F13, F15, 

F16}, τ 
c 
={ F14, F12,F10,F2,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, 

F12, F14,F15, F16}, SgspC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F7, F8,F9, F10, F11, F12, F13,F14,F15, 

F16} and � = { F3, F11, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F6,  F5, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) 

= F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F7, f(F7) = F6, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, 

f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 

gsp continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F6) = F7, 𝑓 −1 (F5) = F5 . Here F7  is  not in  SARS
 
C

 
of (X,τ, E). 

Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.19: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft pre continuous 

function are independent. 

Example 3.20: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4 ,F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14,F15, F16}, 

SpC(X, τ, E) ={ F14, F13, F6, F10, F9 , F8 ,F7, F5, F4,  F2, F1, F15, F16}  and � = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, 

�
c 
={ F14,  F2, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F4, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F2, f(F5) 

= F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F14, f(F13) 

= F13, f(F14) = F12, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F14) 

= F12 , 𝑓 −1 (F2) = F4. Here F12  is  not in  SpC
  

of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft pre 

continuous. 
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Example 3.21: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4 ,F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14,F15, F16}, 

SpC(X, τ, E) ={ F14, F13, F6, F10, F9 , F8 ,F7, F5, F4,  F2, F1, F15, F16}  and � = { F14, F9, F15, F16}, 

�
c 
={ F1,  F8, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F2, f(F2) = F1, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) 

= F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) 

= F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft pre continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F1) = 

F2 , 𝑓 −1 (F8) = F8. Here F2  is  not in  SARSC
  

of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS 

continuous. 

 

Remark 3.22: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft g continuous 

function are independent. 

Example 3.23: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, SgC(X, τ, E) 

={ F1, F3, F5, F7, F8 , F11 ,F12, F15, F16}  and � = { F3, F11, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F6,  F5, F15, F16} then  

it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F10, f(F6) = F8, f(F7) = F7, 

f(F8) = F6, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F5, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = 

F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F6) = F8 , 𝑓 −1 (F5) = F10. Here 

F10  is  not in  SgC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft g continuous. 

Example 3.24: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, SgC(X, τ, E) 

={ F1, F3, F5, F7, F8 ,F11, F12, F15, F16}  and � = { F3, F11, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F6,  F5, F15, F16} then  

it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F6, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F1, f(F6) = F3, f(F7) = F7, 

f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F5, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = 

F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft g continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F6) = F3 , 𝑓 −1 (F5) = F11. Here F3, 

F11  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.25: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft 𝛽  continuous 

function are independent. 
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Example 3.26: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4, F5, F6,F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14,F15, F16}, 

S 𝛽C(X, τ, E) ={ F14, F13, F6, F10, F9 , F8 , F7 , F5 , F4 ,F2, F1 ,F15, F16}  and � = { F14, F9, F15, 

F16}, �
c 
={ F1,  F8, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, 

f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F12, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F8, 

f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 

(F1) = F1 , 𝑓 −1 (F8) = F12. Here F12  is  not in  S 𝛽C
  

of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 𝛽  

continuous. 

Example 3.27: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝛽C(X, τ, E) 

={ F13, F6, F12, F3, F10 ,F8, F7, F5, F4, F2, F1, F15, F16}  and � = { F1, F4, F7,F13,F15, F16}, �
c 

={ 

F14, F12, F10, F2, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F8, f(F3) = F14, f(F4) = F10, 

f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F12, f(F8) = F2, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F4, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F7, 

f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F3, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 𝛽  continuous. But 𝑓 −1 

(F14) = F3 , 𝑓 −1 (F12) = F7, 𝑓 −1 (F10) = F4, 𝑓 −1 (F2) = F8, . Here F3, F7, F4  is  not in  SARSC
  

of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.28: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft 𝜔 continuous 

function are independent. 

Example 3.29: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝜔C(X, τ, E) 

={ F1, F3, F5, F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F15, F16}  and � = { F14, F9, F15, F16}, �
c 

={ F1,  F8, F15, F16} 

then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F6, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F1, f(F7) = 

F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) 

= F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F1) = F6 , 𝑓 −1 (F8) = F8. Here 

F6  is  not in  S 𝜔C
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 𝜔 continuous. 

Example 3.30: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝜔C(X, τ, E) 
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={ F1, F3, F5, F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F15, F16}   and � = { F4, F7 ,F15, F16}, �
c 

={ F10, F12, F15, F16} 

then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F12, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) 

= F10, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F7, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F3, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, 

f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 𝜔 continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F10) = F7 , 𝑓 −1 (F12) = F3. 

Here F3, F7  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.31: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft 𝛼𝑔  continuous 

function are independent. 

Example 3.32: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝛼𝑔 C(X, τ, 

E) ={ F1, F3, F5, F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F15, F16}  and � = { F5, F12, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F11,  F4, F15, F16} 

then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F5, f(F5) = F4, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = 

F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F11, f(F11) = F10, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) 

= F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F11) = F10 , 𝑓 −1 (F4) = F5. 

Here F5  is  not in  S 𝛼𝑔 C
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 𝛼𝑔  continuous. 

Example 3.33: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝛼𝑔 C(X, τ, 

E) ={ F1, F3, F5, F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F15, F16}   and � = { F1, F13 ,F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F14, F2, F15, F16} 

then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F3, f(F3) = F2, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = 

F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F14, f(F12) = F3, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F11, f(F15) 

= F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 𝛼𝑔  continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F14) = F11 , 𝑓 −1 (F2) = F3. 

Here F11, F3  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.34: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft 𝑔𝑠  continuous 

function are independent. 

Example 3.35: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝑔𝑠 C(X, τ, 

E) ={ F1, F3,  F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F13 , F14 , F15, F16}  and � = { F4, F7, F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F10,  F12, 

F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F10, f(F6) = 
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F12, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F5, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F6, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = 

F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F10) = F5 , 𝑓 −1 

(F12) = F6. Here F5, F6  is  not in  S 𝑔𝑠 C
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 𝑔𝑠  continuous. 

Example 3.36: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y,�,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y,�,K)  where τ = {F14 ,F9, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F1, F8,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F5, F6, F8, F10, F12, F13,F15, F16}, S 𝑔𝑠 C(X, τ, 

E) ={ F1, F3, F5, F7,  F8 , F11 , F12 , F15, F16}   and � = { F5, F12 ,F15, F16}, �
c 
={ F11, F4, F15, F16} 

then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = 

F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) 

= F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 𝑔𝑠  continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F11) = F11 , 𝑓 −1 (F4) = F14. 

Here F11, F14  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 

 

Remark 3.37: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft 𝑔𝑝  continuous 

function are independent. 

 

Example 3.38: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, �,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, �,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14, F15, F16}, 

S 𝑔𝑝 C(X, τ, E) ={ F1,  F2, F4,  F5,  F6, F7, F8 , F9, F10, F12 , F13 , F14 , F15, F16}  and � = { F1, 

F13, F15, F16}, �
 c 

={ F14,  F2, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, 

f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F8, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F6, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, 

f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS 

continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F1) = F1 , 𝑓 −1 (F8) = F6. Here F1, F6  is  not in  S 𝑔𝑝 C
  
of (X,τ, E). 

Hence f is not soft 𝑔𝑝  continuous. 

Example 3.39: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, �,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, �,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14, F15, F16}, 

S 𝑔𝑝 C(X, τ, E) ={ F1,  F2, F4,  F5,  F6, F7, F8 , F9, F10, F12 , F13 , F14 , F15, F16}  and � = { F1, 

F13, F15, F16}, �
 c 

={ F14,  F2, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, 

f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, 

f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 

𝑔𝑝  continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F14) = F14 , 𝑓 −1 (F2) = F2. Here F2  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). 

Hence f is not soft ARS continuous. 
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Remark 3.40: The concepts of  soft ARS continuous function and soft strongly g 

continuous function are independent. 

 

Example 3.41: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, �,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, �,K)  where τ = {F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F9, F10, F11,F12, F14, F15, F16}, 

S strongly gC(X, τ, E) ={ F2,  F3,F4,  F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12 , F13 , F14 , F15, F16}  and � = { F5, 

F12, F15, F16}, �
 c 

={ F11,  F4, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F4, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, 

f(F4) = F1, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, 

f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS 

continuous. But 𝑓 −1 (F11) = F11 , 𝑓 −1 (F4) = F1. Here F1  is  not in Soft strongly gC
  
of (X,τ, 

E). Hence f is not soft strongly g continuous. 

Example 3.42: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, �,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, �,K)  where τ = {F5 ,F12, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F11, F4,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F3, F4,F6, F7, F9, F11, F13, F14, F15, F16}, S strongly 

gC(X, τ, E) ={ F1,  F2, F3,F4, F6, F7, F9, F11, F13 , F14 , F15, F16}  and � = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, �
 c 

={ F14,  F2, F15, F16} then  it  is defined as f(F1) = F14, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = 

F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = 

F13, f(F14) = F1, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft strongly g continuous. But 𝑓 −1 

(F14) = F1 , 𝑓 −1 (F2) = F2. Here F1 , F2  is  not in  SARSC
  
of (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft 

ARS continuous. 

Definition 3.43: The map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is said to be Soft Semi ARS continuous if 

inverse image of every Soft semi closed set in (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E). 

Example 3.44: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, �,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, �,K)  where τ = {F3 ,F11, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F6, F5,F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F4,F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14, F15, F16 

}and � = { F14, F9, F15, F16},     �
 c 

={ F1,  F8, F15, F16}, SsC = { F5, F8, F1, F15, F16} then  it  is 

defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = 

F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, 

f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft semi ARS continuous.  

Definition 3.45: Let (X,τ,E) be a Soft Topological Spaces over X. Then 
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 i) The Soft ARS Interior of (F, E) denoted by ARS Int(F, E) is the union of all Soft ARS 

open      

 subsets contained in (F,E). 

ARS Int(F, E) ={  ∪ {(O.E): (O, E) is Soft ARS open and (O,E)  ⊆  (F,E)}}. 

ii)The Soft ARS Closure of (F, E) denoted by ARS Cl(F,E) is the intersection of Soft ARS 

closed sets containing (F, E). 

ARS Cl (F,E) =∩   {(O. E): (O, E ) is Soft ARS closed and (F, E) ⊆  (O,E)}. 

Definition 3.46: A Soft topological space (X,τ,E) is said to be a Soft 𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆  space if every 

Soft ARS closed set is Soft closed. 

Definition 3.47: A Soft topological space (X,τ,E) is said to be a Soft S 𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆  space if 

every Soft ARS closed set is Soft semi closed. 

Definition 3.48: A Soft topological space (X,τ,E) is said to be a Soft α 𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆   space if 

every Soft ARS closed set is Soft α closed. 

 

Proposition 3.49: For a subset (A,E) of a Soft topological space (X,τ,E), the following are 

equivalent. 

i. S ARS O(X,τ,E) is closed under any union. 

ii. (A,E) is Soft ARS closed if and only if ARS Cl(A,E) = (A,E). 

iii. (A,E) is Soft ARS open if and only if ARS Int(A,E ) = (A,E). 

Proof: 

1→2:Let (A,E) be a Soft ARS closed set in the Soft topological space (X,τ,E). Then by 

definition of Soft ARS closure, ARS Cl(A,E)=(A,E).Conversely assume that ARS 

Cl(A,E)=(A,E), for each  x ∈  (A,E)
C
  ,  x ∉  PCl(A,E) , therefore there exists a Soft ARS 

open set (G,E)x such that                                              (G,E)x ∩  (A,E) =∅  and hence   x  ∈  

(G,E)x ⊆   (A,E)
C
 . Therefore (A,E)

C
 = ∪  (G,E)x. Then by (1), (A,E)

C
 is Soft ARS open and 

hence (A,E) is Soft ARS closed. 

2→3: Let (A,E) be a Soft ARS open set. Then (A,E)
C
 is a Soft ARS closed set. Hence, ARS 

Cl((A,E)
C
) = (A,E)

C
 ,by hypothesis, (ARS Cl((A,E)

C
)

C 
= (A,E).That is ARS int(A,E) = 

(A,E). converse part of (3) is obvious from converse part of (2).  

3→1: let {(U,E)α }:α ∈ ∧ }  be a family of Soft ARS open sets of (X,τ,E), Put (U,E) = {∩̃α 

(U,E)α}.For each x ∈  (U,E) there exists α(x) ∈  U such that x ∈  (U,E)α(x)  ⊆  (U,E).Since 
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x∈  (U,E)α(x) is Soft ARS open , x ∈  ARS Int(U,E) and so (U,E) = ARS Int(U,E). By(3) 

(U,E) is Soft ARS open .Then S ARS O(X,τ,E) is closed under any union. 

Theorem 3.50: Let f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) be a map. Assume that SARS O(X,τ, E) is closed 

under any union then the following statements are equivalent. 

1. The map f is Soft ARS continuous. 

2. The inverse image of each Soft open set in (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS open set in 

(X,τ,E). 

3. For each point x  ∈  𝑋    and each Soft open set (V,E) in (Y,σ,K) with f(x)  ∈  

(V,E) there is Soft ARS open set (U,E) in (X,τ,E) such that x  ∈  U,E) , f(U,E) 

⊆  (V,E) . 

4. For each subset (A,E) of  (X,τ,E), f(ARS Cl(A,E) ⊆  Cl(f(A,E))  

5. For each subset (B,E) of  (Y,σ,K), ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (A,E))  ⊆  𝑓 −1Cl(B,E))  

6. For each subset (B,E) of  (Y,σ,K), 𝑓 −1(Int(A,E)) ⊆ ARS Int(𝑓 −1 (B,E))  

 Proof: 

 1→2: This is follows from Proposition 3.3 

 1→3:Suppose that (3) holds and let (G,K) be an Soft open set in (Y,σ,K) and let x  ∈  𝑓 −1 

(G,K).Then f(x)  ∈  (G,K) and thus there exists a Soft ARS open set (U,E)x such that                               

x ∈   (U,E)x and f((U,E)x) ⊆  (G,K) .Now, x  ∈   (U,E)x ⊆  𝑓 −1 (G,K)  and  𝑓 −1 (G,K) = 𝑥  

 ∈   (G,K) ∪  (U,E)x. By Assumption 𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS open in (X,τ,E) and therefore f 

is Soft ARS continuous. Conversely suppose that (1) holds and let f(x)  ∈  (G,K) .Then x ∈  

𝑓 −1 (G,K) in S ARS O(X,τ,E), since f is Soft ARS continuous, let (U,E) = 𝑓 −1 (G,K) then  

x ∈  (U,E)  and                       f(U,E) ⊆  ( G,K). 

1→4:Suppose that (1) holds and (A,E) be a subset of (X,τ,E) Now (A,E) 𝑓 −1 (f(A,E)) 

implies (A,E) ⊆  𝑓 −1 (Cl(f(A,E))) . Since Cl(f(A,E)) is a Soft closed set in (Y,σ,K) ,by 

assumption, 𝑓 −1 (Cl(f(A,E))) is a Soft ARS closed set containing (A,E). Consequently, 

ARS Cl(A,E) ⊆  𝑓 −1 (Cl(f(A,E))) .Thus f(ARS Cl(A,E)) ⊆ Cl(f(A,E)) .Conversely suppose 

that (4) holds for any subset (A,E) of (X,τ,E),Let(G,K)be a closed subset of (Y,σ,K) .Then 

by assumption,  f(S ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (G,K)) ⊆   Cl(f (𝑓 −1 (G,K))) ⊆  Cl(G,K)=(G,K) .That is , 

ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (G,K)) ⊆  𝑓 −1 (G,K) and so               𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS closed in 

(X,τ,E). 
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(4) → ( 5): Suppose that (4) holds (G,K) any Soft subset of  (Y,σ,K) replacing (A,E) by 

𝑓 −1 (G,K) in (4), then f(ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (B.E))) ⊆ 𝑓 −1 (Cl(G,K)) .Conversely, suppose that 

(4) holds ,let (G,K)=f(A,E),where (A,E) is a Soft subset of (X,τ,E). Then ARS Cl(A,E) 

⊆ ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (G,K)) ⊆   𝑓 −1 (Cl(f(A,E))) and so f(ARS Cl(A,E)) = Cl(f(A,E)) . 

(5) → (6): Let (G,K) be any subset of (Y,σ,K) then by (5) ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (G,K)c) ⊆ 𝑓 −1 

(Cl(G,K)c) and Hence (ARS Int(𝑓 −1,K))) ⊆  (𝑓 −1 (int(G,K))) Therefore, 𝑓 −1 (int(G,K)) ⊆  

ARS Int(f
−1

  (G,K)). 

(6) → (1): Suppose (6) holds. Let (G,K) be any closed subset of (Y,σ,K) .Now, 𝑓 −1 

((G,K)
c
) =                 𝑓 −1 (int(G,K)c) ⊆  ARS Int (f

−1
 (G,K)

c
) = (ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (F,E))c   and 

hence  ARS Cl(𝑓 −1 (G,K)) ⊆  𝑓 −1 (G,K) . By Proposition 3.41, 𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS 

closed .Hence f is Soft ARS continuous. 

 

4. SOFT ARS IRRESOLUTE: 

 

Definition 4.1: A map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is said to be Soft ARS irresolute if inverse 

image of every Soft ARS closed set in (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E). 

 

Example 4.2: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, σ,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, σ,K)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2, F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, 

F16} and σ = { F2,  F3, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, F16}, σ
 c 

={ F13,  F6, F8, F7, F5, F4, F1,F15, F16} then  

SARSC(Y, σ,K) ={ F13, F6, F8, F7 ,F5, F4, F1, F15, F16} is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F13, 

f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F12, f(F8) = F9, f(F9) = F8, f(F10) = F10, 

f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F7, f(F13) = F2, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft 

ARS irresolute. 

 

Proposition 4.3:The map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is said to be Soft ARS irresolute if inverse 

image of every Soft ARS open set in (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS open in (X,τ,E). 
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Proof: Let f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) be Soft ARS irresolute and (G,K) be an Soft ARS open set 

in the Soft topological space (Y,σ,K) .Then 𝑓 −1 ((G,K)
c
) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E) and 

so 𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS open set in (X,τ,E). 

 

Proposition 4.4: If a map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS irresolute, then it is Soft ARS 

continuous. 

Proof: Since every Soft open set is Soft ARS open set, the proof follows. 

 

Remark 4.5: The converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

Example 4.6: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, σ,K). X={x1,  x2}  E={e1,e2}, 

Y = {y1, y2}   and K ={k1, k2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, σ,K)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2, F15, F16}  then SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, 

F16} and σ = { F5,  F12, F15, F16}, σ
 c 

={ F11,  F4, F15, F16} then  SARSC(Y, σ,K) ={ F3, F4 , F6, 

F7, F9, F11, F13, F14, F15, F16} is defined as f(F1) = F1, f(F2) = F2, f(F3) = F3, f(F4) = F4, f(F5) = 

F5, f(F6) = F6, f(F7) = F7, f(F8) = F8, f(F9) = F9, f(F10) = F10, f(F11) = F11, f(F12) = F12, f(F13) = 

F13, f(F14) = F14, f(F15) = F15, f(F16) = F16. Clearly f is soft ARS continuous. But 𝑓 −1  (F7) = 

F7, 𝑓 −1 (F13) = F13. Here F7,  F13  is  not in  SARSC in (X,τ, E). Hence f is not soft ARS 

irresolute. 

Proposition 4.7 Let (X,τ,E) be a Soft topological space and (Y,σ,K) be a Soft 𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆  space 

and f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) be a map then the following are equivalent. 

1. f is Soft ARS irresolute. 

2. f is Soft ARS continuous. 

Proof:  𝟏 → 𝟐 ∶ It follows from Proposition 4.3 

            2 → 𝟏 ∶ Let (G,K) be a Soft ARS closed set in  (Y,σ,K)  .Since (Y,σ,K) is a Soft TARS 

space,(G,K) is a Soft closed set in (Y,σ,K) and by hypothesis, 𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS 

closed in (X,τ,E). Therefore f is Soft ARS irresolute. 
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Theorem 4.8: If the bijective map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is a Soft 𝜔 irresolute and Soft α 

closed then the inverse map  𝑓 −1:(Y,σ,K) → (X,τ,E) is Soft ARS irresolute. 

Proof: Let(A,E) be a Soft ARS closed set in (X,τ,E).Let (𝑓 −1)-1 (A,E) = f(A,E) ⊆  (U,E) , 

where (U,E) is a Soft  𝜔  open in (Y,σ,K) .Then (A,E) ⊆ 𝑓 −1 (U,E) holds. Since 𝑓 −1 

(U,E)  is Soft  𝜔 open       in (X,τ,E) and (A,E) is Soft ARS closed in  (X,τ,E),then Scl(A,E) 

⊆ int(𝑓 −1 (U,E)) and hence f(Scl(A,E)) ⊆ f(int(𝑓 −1 (U,E)) ⊆ int(f(𝑓 −1 (U,E))) = int(U,E) 

.Since f is Soft α closed and we know that A map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is Soft α closed if 

and only if Scl(f((A,E)) ⊆ f(Scl(A,E)) for every subset (A,E) ⊆   𝑋 .  Then,  Sclf((A,E)) 

⊆ f(Scl(A,E)) ⊆ Int(U,E) .Thus f(A,E) is Soft ARS closed      in (Y,σ,K) and so 𝑓 −1 is Soft 

ARS irresolute. 

Theorem 4.9: If the map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is a Soft  𝜔 irresolute, Soft Open, Soft α 

closed and (A,E) is Soft ARS closed subset of(X,τ,E)then f(A,E) is Soft ARS closed in 

(Y,σ,K) . 

Proof: Let(G,K) be an Soft  𝜔 open set in (Y,σ,K) with f (A,E) ⊆  (G,K) .Since f is Soft   

𝜔 irresolute ,  𝑓 −1 ((G,K))  is Soft   𝜔 open in (X,τ,E) containing (A,E).Given that (A,E) is 

Soft ARS closed therefore Scl(A,E) ⊆ int(𝑓 −1(G,K)) ,that is f(Scl(A,E)) ⊆  f(int(f(G,K)) 

⊆  int(f(𝑓 −1 (G,K))) = int(G,K) .Since f is Soft α closed, Sclf((A,E)) ⊆ f(Scl(A,E)) 

⊆ Int(A,E) . Thus f(A,E) is Soft ARS closed. 

Proposition 4.10: If the map f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS irresolute, then f is an Soft 

irresolute if (X,τ,E) is a S𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆  space. 

Proof: Let(G,K) be Soft semi closed subset of (Y,σ,K) .Then (G,K) is Soft ARS closed in 

(Y,σ,K) .Since f is Soft ARS irresolute, 𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft ARS closed in (X,τ,E). Also since 

(X,τ,E) is a                S𝑇 𝐴 𝑅 𝑆  space,  𝑓 −1 (G,K) is Soft semi closed in (X,τ,E).Then f is 

Soft irresolute. 

 

5. COMPOSITION THEOREMS: 

Remark 5.1: The composition of two Soft ARS continuous maps need not to be Soft ARS 

continuous and this is shown by the following example. 

Example 5.2: In  the  soft  topological  space (X,  τ,  E),  (Y, σ,K) and (Z, 𝜂 ,R)  . X={x1,  

x2}  E={e1,e2}, Y = {y1, y2} , K ={k1, k2} and Z = {z1, z2}, R={r1,r2}  and f : (X,τ, E) → (Y, 

σ,K) , g:(Y,σ,K) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R)  where τ = { F1, F13, F15, F16}, τ 
c 

={ F14, F2, F15, F16}  then 

SARSC(X, τ, E) ={ F1, F2, F3 , F4 ,F5,  F6, F9, F10, F11, F12, F14,F15, F16} and σ = { F5,  F12, F15, 
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F16}, σ
 c 

={ F11,  F4, F15, F16} then  SARSC(Y, σ,K) ={ F3, F4 , F6, F7, F9, F11, F13, F14, F15, F16} 

and 𝜂  = { F4, F7, F15, F16}, 𝜂  
c 

={ F10, F12, F15, F16}    is defined as (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
 (F1) = F1, 

(𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
 (F2) = F2, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F3) = F3, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F4) = F4, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F5) = F5, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F6) = 

F6, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
(F7) = F7, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
F8) = F8, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F9) = F9, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F10) = F10, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 

(F11) = F11, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
(F12) = F12, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F13) = F13, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F14) = F14, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )

 
 (F15) = 

F15, (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
 (F16) = F16. Clearly f  and g is soft ARS continuous.  But 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓

 
 : (X,τ, E) → 

(Z, 𝜂 ,R) is not soft ARS continuous. Since (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
−1 (F12) = F13, F13 is not soft ARS closed 

in  (X,τ, E).Hence  gof is not soft ARS continuous. 

Proposition 5.3: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is Soft ARS continuous and g:(Y,σ,K) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) 

is Soft continuous 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 : (X,τ,E) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) is Soft ARS Continuous.  

Proof: Let (H,R) be a Soft closed set in (Z, 𝜂 ,R) . Since g is Soft continuous then 𝑔 −1 

(H,R) is Soft closed in (Y,σ,K) .Since f is Soft ARS continuous 𝑓 −1 (𝑔 −1 (H,R)) is  Soft 

ARS closed set in (X,τ,E).Thus 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓  is Soft ARS continuous. 

Proposition 5.4: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) is Contra Soft semi continuous and g:(Y,σ,K) → 

(Z, 𝜂 ,R) is Contra Soft continuous gof: (X,τ,E) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) is Soft ARS Continuous. 

Proof: Let (H,R) be a Soft closed set in (Z, 𝜂 ,R) . Since g is Contra Soft continuous then                                     

𝑔 −1 (H,R)  is Soft open  in  (Y,σ,K) .Since f is Contra Soft semi continuous 𝑓 −1 (𝑔 −1 

(H,R))  is Soft semi  closed set in (X,τ,E). Since every Soft semi closed set is Soft ARS 

closed . (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
−1 (H,R)= 𝑓 −1 (𝑔 −1 (H,R)) is Soft ARS closed set in (X,τ,E). Thus gof is 

Soft ARS continuous. 

Theorem 5.5: If f: (X,τ,E) → (Y,σ,K) and g:(Y,σ,K) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) be any two maps then 

1. 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 : (X,τ,E) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) is Soft ARS Irresolute if both f and g are Soft ARS 

irresolute. 

2. 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 : (X,τ,E) → (Z, 𝜂 ,R) is Soft ARS Continuous if f is Soft ARS irresolute and g 

is Soft ARS continuous. 

Proof: 1. Let (H,R)  be a  Soft ARS closed set in  (Z, 𝜂 ,R)  . Since g is Soft ARS irresolute  

then                 𝑔 −1 (H,R)  is Soft ARS closed in  (Y,σ,K)  .Since f is Soft ARS irresolute  

(𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
−1 (H,R)= 𝑓 −1 (𝑔 −1 (H,R)) is Soft ARS closed set in (X,τ,E).Thus gof is Soft ARS  

irresolute. 
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2. Let (H,R) be a ARS closed set in (Z, 𝜂 ,R) . Since g is Soft ARS continuous then 𝑔 −1 

(H,R) is Soft ARS closed in (Y,σ,K) .Since f is Soft ARS irresolute (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 )
 
−1 (H,R)= 𝑓 −1 

(𝑔 −1 (H,R)) is Soft ARS closed set in (X,τ,E).Thus 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓  is Soft ARS continuous. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced Soft ARS continuous and Soft ARS irresolute functions and 

studied their properties. By suitable Propositions and examples We established the 

relations between Soft ARS continuous and other Soft continuous forms. We hope that 

these findings paved a new pathway to the researchers in this field .This study not only 

having the theoretical face but also applied in various scenario of real life. 
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